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., ,,. '' . " ~· ,,, ........ . 
For'tt,are earth waterways such as those for carrying water on farm 
lai;ids, spill:-7ays of small flood . control ___ res~ry<?irs ! t:~ra_ce o~tlet 
channels, drainage ditches of.highways and atrports, and similar 
.. ' . ~ ~.. ~ . . . ·- .... .... " ... .. .. .. -.,, . 
conserva.tion Usage, a lining of grass is found to be advantageOu1;!. The 
. ~· .. ,.:. ........ " 
effect of grass .la t.o stabili.ze the body of tlle .. ~~~e~, form a mat of 
vegetat~on, an~ resi,st the scouring force of flows which occur 
infrequently but are rapid and of great rates because of the particular 
characteristic~ of those waterways. 
The investigation of.the hydraulic characteristics and performance 
of grass lining.in such channels has been developed for the past several 
decades, and some useful discoveries have been made to contribute to 
the practical design and field application. '!'he.research arid observations 
have been underta~en mostly by the Agricultural Research Service, U.S.D.A., 
through numerous experiments. 
Yet, analytical approach to explore the inter-dependentrelationship 
. ,, ' I 
among the possible factors affecting the hydraulic characteristics of 
flow in this·specific type of channel has i:ieldom been carried out. However, 
after.a broad study of the related literature in co~temporary hydraulics, 
. . 
ii;; could.be conclud,ed that no satisfactory theory is av~ilable for purely 
. .. 
theo.reticaT and exact solution of ,flow problems in or,dinary .. alluvial 
channels: In grasr3ed channels, the problem i~ much more complex, and 
1 
2 
the existing theories which are based on simplified conditions are 
vn.likely applicable to practical engineering use in such channels. 
While investigations are still being undertaken by many workers 
to find a new universal equation that involves every possible factor 
baaed on modern concept of mechanics of turbulent flow, to replace the 
rather empirically natured formulas in open channel problems, there is 
1:1.kely no choice oth~r than to employ the widely used fornrula such as 
Manning's. 
The Manning formula is written as 
- J ,486 2/3 1/2 V .... --rr- R S ,o o o o o ~ .o o o u o o o o o o ( 1) 
where V is the mean velocity in fps» R the hydraulic radius in ft., 
S the energy slope and n is the mean roughness coefficient and considered 
to involve all factors affecting the resistance to ~he flow. In other 
words, it· is a general measure of flow resistance in the channel, including •. 
~ ... 
the resistance due.to the boundary and that due to obstacles in the flo~. 
In usual open channel flow problems, the val'4,e of n is most difficult 
to determine. 'Ine accuracy of selected n values is rather dependent on 
the exercise of sound judge~ent based on experience, and so~ti~es it 
eyen inclines to be a. guesswork, From the theoretical point of view, 
the value of n could be determined analytically by the theoretical velocity 
distribution in the channel cross section. However, as it was pointed 
out, the purely analytical solution of flow resistance by the application 
of the existing theories explaining such law would not be achieved. 
Actually, the vaiue of n is highly variable and depends on a number 
of factors, However, in a particular problem, the factors considered to 
be involved in then value can be carefully investigated, If there is 
a certain physical relationship between n and those factors) it is also 
3 
possible to reduce those factors to some fUllctional relationship that is 
expressible in a generalized form. 
A rational approach to the determination of n value is proposed in 
this thesis by dime~sional consideration to investigate the physical 
quantities that are regarg.ed. to be involved in the problem. A 
hypothesis of approximate functional relationship of the variables was 
set up and tested by appropria,te experimental data. 
The study was limited to the type of vegetation that had up-right 
stems which were not wholly submerged in the flow of moderate 




The general obj~ctive of this thesis was to determine the 
hydraulic.effect of grasses that have up-right.Ste~ on the retardance 
··' ' . . ... · ~~ . . - . . ' . ' . ..i . 
of flow in earth channels. The fo'.1-lowing particul~r · studies were made.: 
1. By dimensiona.l ~onsideration, to establish a' possible 
functio,nal relationship among the physical variables 
. . . . ' I ' . 
. involved in the proble;111,. 
. . . . 
2. 'fo anaJ...yze and determin.e · quanti te ti vely tb~ re4tionship of' 
. , . 
the Manning mean coefficient of' roughness with the physical 
- \, 
c1¥1racteristics of vegetation and the yari$t,1on of earth bo~t.om. 
,4 
~PTER III 
~IEW OF THE ~I'l'ERATURE 
I 
Historical Development of Open Channel Formula 
The research of ,stability of eI,"odible channels has absorbed much 
·effort and keen conGern in any field of eng~neering related with the 
design of open channels. Lining with vegetation to check erosion in 
subsidiary or secondary water .conveyance systems could be regarded as 
belonging to the·method of perl)liss.ible velocity. The permissible 
' , "-· I 
veloc.i ty is the ~ximuni value of non-erodi:t>le mean velocity that will 
...... . .. ,.' . .· . 
not. cause scour of the channel b?~Y· Apparently it is rather a 
. . 
re le.ti ve concept, since this v.~loci ty is ve:r;y uncertain and indefinite, 
and often based on experienc·e and 1~ti.dgement • 
. ,.' ' 
The .concept of per~issibl~ yelocity c?uld be considered to be 4erived 
from th,e: so-called regime theory; which. was developed among the 
Bri tis.h engineers engaged in the reclamation of ·Northern India during 
the lat~ 19th and early years of th+s century~ The Kennedy formula 
v0 : C?' o·oo•~o.·~·oo-oo·,~·.,o•o.oooo.(2) 
and .the Lacey formula 
~-. () R = 1. 325 fVR •.••• • ...... 0 ••••••• 0 • • 3· 
are the representatives of their concept, in which 
v0 = the non-silting and nqn-eroding mean v~locity in-fps, 
y =the.depth of flow in ft., 
5 
x·= o.64, an e::icponent which varie~ only slightly, 
C = 6184, dep~nding p!'ima.rily on tl?,e firn;mess of the bed matetial, 
v. the avera~e velocity in the flow, 
R =·the hydraulic radiµs of the channel, 
and fVR = the silt factor. 
The formula has been extensively U$ed in India and Pakistan for the 
qesign of irrigation canals. 
• ' ' 'I \ ; 
The ~:uthor introduces the.Se formulas here as reference tracing the 
' 
historiqal development of the concept and the·~y of treating the 
scouring problems on open channels. 
6 
Not specifically for.the artificial canals, but· for general alluvial 
channels·, investigation of erosion probleimhas been exten'1Jively under-
, . 
taken more recently appea;i;-ing as sedimentation hydraulics in.the form of 
Einste~n's bed-load function anq. M8;ddock-Leopold 1 s principle of channel 
geometry (2,3). · 
However, apparently those method,s of approach cannot directly be 
applicable to the design of channels i.n the conservation field, for 
the flow in tl').o~e channels is clear or with slight.sediment load which 
is of minor importance, and the boundary geometry could generally be 
considered rigid. 
In :practical hydraulic literature, the equations of estimating mean 
velocity or discharge is for clear flow in rigid conduits, either ~ipes 
p~ ppen c~e+s. Fior the la:tter qare, the mean velocity of a unif'o:rm flo.w 
is usually expressed approximately bY: a so-cal1.ed uniform-flow formula~ 
ge~erally in the form of 
v = CRXSY ••••••••••••••••••• (4) 
where v = the mean velocity in fps, 
7 
R = the hydraulic r~dius in ft . , 
S = the energy slope, 
C = the coefficient dep~nding on the boundary: ro~ess. 
The well-known Chezy's formula and Manning's formula have been most 
widely used, especially the latter one in the United S~tes, for open 
channel flow computations. 
The .Manning formula was presumably derived from the classical 
hydrauiic point of view, the Manning n is evaluated only regarding the 
, 
eff~ct of bound~y.rqughness. The fluid properties, of which 
viscosity is of primary importance, are excluded from consideration. 
In the light of the theory of the mechanics of turbulent flow along 
boundaries, it has been revealed that the mean velocity of a turbulent 
flow depends on the velocity distribution. The problem of the velocity 
distribution of turbulent flow in open channels can be stated as essentially 
one or ·a i turbulent boundary layer. A brief review-of the literature 
would be helpful. for comprehension of evaluating mean velocity in open 
channels. 
Concept of Velocity Distribution 
Hy,draulic engineers frequently use the logarithmic law proposed for 
velocity distribution in turbulent flow, which is obt$in&ble from . .. 
Prandtl ' a or Karman' s hypothesis. The law can b~ wri tte,n as 
~. ~ 1n (J,) .................. (5) 
in which u is the local mean velocity along the flow direction at a 
di, stance y from the bound~y, v* is the · sh~ar velocity F 7o . ' -;s- in which 
7'o is the local boundary shear and pis the mass ~ensity of fluid, k ~s 
the so-called ,Karman universal constant and the value of y' is depell(fent 
8 
one. length parameter representing the hydraulic condition of the boundary 
Keuleg~:p. (8) developed the formulas of mean velocity for 
turbulent flow in smooth and rough pipes, and also applied Nikuradse's 
results. for t~bulent flow.in pipes to open channels. It was shown 
that when the hydraulic radius was used as the cha:r:acteris.tic length, 
the Nikurads.e .formula for pipe flow can pe applied to open channel flow. 
However, Powell (12} has pointed out that such an extension of 
Nikurad,se '. s results to· open channelf3 cannot be satisfactory since- ther.e 
is a free surface in the open channel flow. 
A number·ot investigators working with open channel flow have 
proposed th~ use. of Chezy's formula 
' ' 
. V = . C ~ •••••••••••••••••• ( ~) 
in whi.ch C is the resistance coefficient. Some workers ( 12, 13) have 
proposed for rough channels a ,relationship of the form 
C = a /. b log10(R/k) ......... (7) 
The constants a and b must be determined experimentally. This equation 
' i 
is of the analogous form as the Ka.rman-Prandtl equation for rough 
pipes. Values of these constants have been deter:min~d for-various types 
of artificial roughness. Robinson and Albertson (13) conducted a~ 
invel:!tigation of artificial roughness in open channels and obtained 
the resistance formula as 
C = 26.65 log10 (1.891 d/a) .... (8) 
where dis the mean depth of flow and a is the height of artificial 
roughness-, which is similar to the general form of Eq. (7). Strictly 
. empirical equations cannot be justified for their use merely on the basis 
of their simplicity. It would be questionable for using suppose~ly simple 
flow equations when supposedly constant retardanc~ coefficients are found 
9 
to be not constant. 
The foregoi1;1g concepts and hy:poth~ses trying to explain the distribution 
law and thereby solve the turbulent flow equations are classified as 
phenomern;,logical theories (6), because they are on the basis of observation 
that in turbUlent shear flow there is a lateral transport of fluid 
between zones 9f high and low velocity brought about by the turbulent 
mixing process and conclusion that the mixing process and the velocity 
gradient are interrelated.. However, there has been considerabl~ 
. cri ticis·m of those _theories, mainly concerning inf'erences as to the 
details of th~ structure of the turbulence. It can pe pointed out that 
the logarithmic law is not applicable to the fl0w near the center of 
the pipe, as it is evident from the assumptions ms.de in it~ derivation. 
Furthermore; it has been found that without employing the Prandtl~ 
\ 
Karman hypotheses the velocity distribution wo':1-ld tS ~tisf7 _linear 
I 
lpgarithmic relat_ions. in the overlapping zone of turbulent boundary 
layer (6). 
While theories conc_errning .tµe turbulent flow mechanism are still 
being d~veloped (6), at the present _stag~ there is no satisfactorily 
rigorous theory of turbulent flow that can give the complete solution 
of velocity distribut;ion in turbulent _flow. 
The fqllowing remark may be made concerning boundary roughness, that 
for a r~ugh boundary the ·effect of viscosity_on ~he velo~ity dis~ri-
butions is of negligible importance. Therefore a fo:m.':118- like Ma.nn~ng 1 s 
which does not take into account .the concept of-viscosity would be 
.. •,,' ... . 
limited to the case of turbul;ent flow along rough boundaries (5,14).-
10 
-The investigation of l:l.ydraulics of vegetated channels, on the other 
hand, has been carried out by wholly empiricai observations. M. B. Cox 
'. 
' 
(16) made some experimeµts dw.:-ing 1939 to 19~4, and the results .have been 
reported. Experiments made by W •. 0. Ree and V. J. falmer ( 18, 19, 20, 21) 
. . . ' ' 
bo"\ih at fpartanburg, · South Carolina, and Stillwater, -Oklahoma, have. 
contributed practical arid useful information to the solution of grassed 
' ' . •. 
channels and the experiments have been continued. The Manning formula is· 
used to C01:JI,PUte flow S, in grassed channels, e.nd ~nningi S coefficient 
of rough;i:iess is specifically known as the retardance coefficient~ 
According to the investigation. by W. 0.. .Ree and the Agricultural Res~arch 
I ' • '• ' 
Servic~ (20, 21), it was found that Manning's n for ju_st one ki~d of grass 
vari~d-over wide range q.epend.ing on the d,epth of flow and the. slope of the 
channel. It s~emed .the selec~ion of a design value for n would be nearly. .. . 
impossible. However, it was discovered that the retard.a.nee coefficient. 
. . 
n has.a certain relationship wi~h the produc~ of the ~ee.n velocity of 
flow, V, and the hydraulic radius, R. Thi,s relationship is characteristic 
of the vegetation arid practically independent of channel slope and shape. 
' 1_,., 
Thus a. nuxµber of .experimental curves for n against VR were developed for 
' .,. 
five different degrees of retardance~ very high;· high, mode~ate, low and 
very low. The results can be su:mmarized as follows: 
1. The hydraulic behavior of grasses is similar if the,i~ physical 
characterts~ics are similar. 
2. If R is consid~re~ as a linear characteristic of the channel, 
and since kinematic viscqsity·of water·is practically constant . . 
. . ' 
_throughout the experiment, VR value can be regarded as a measure. of the 
11 
Reynolds number. 
3. Th,e retards.nee of the grass could be divided into two considerably 
different stages: "'.hen gTasses are not submerged ~nd when grasses 
are subm~rged. The transition between·the two stages is abrupt. 
The practical application of ·the a9ove ~esults to the design of 
grassed channels is given in the Handbook of Channel De$ign for Soil 
"' ., ' 
and Water Conservation, u. s. Soil Conservation Service (22). The 
charts are produced by e:xtensi ve expe_riments, and · tf!-e .. solution of 
·' . 
problems is·gi,ren by direct application of the test _data. The functional 
relatioliship among the physical quantities or variables in the flow has 
not yet been established. 
Theory of Dimensional Analysis 
An experiment that involves considerab~e number of variables can 
be processed systema.ti~ally and given proper control by predicting their 
functionai behavior employing dimens;rone.l analysis, if it is properly 
handled. 
In modern mechanics of fluids, dimensional analysis appears to be 
-. powe1~:f'ul measure in solving many problems and has been extensively 
·-·· ··. . . 
applied. ·· Individually, the theory o_f dimensi_°.na.l a:p.alysis ~s be_en 
remarkably developed as a branch of applied ID11theniatics in physical 
. . 
proble~ since Supre, Lord Eayleigh and Buckingham. Since thi~ metho~ 
·-· will be used in analyzing the problem of resistance ot grasses in 
,. - : \ . . . ' 
vegetated channels, a brief,review of the theory will help grasp the 
'' . 
concept. 
The application of dimensional analysis to a practical problem is 
based on the hypothesis that the solution of the problem is ex:pressible 
12 
1:)y means of a dimensioi;ially homogeneous equat:i,onin terms of specified 
variables" An equation is said to be dimensionally homogeneous if the 
; :.... 
form of the equation is independent of the fundamental units chosen for 
measurement. Ev;i.dently, any equation that relates dimensionless proa:ucts 
is dimensionally homogeneous; i .• e,, the form of the equaticm does not 
depend on the fundamental units of measurement. If formally .. stated, a 
sufficie.nt and necessary condition 't;hat an. equation be dimensionally 
homogeneous is that it be red.ucible to an equation among dimensionless 
, ,, ' 
products.· The entire theory·of dimensional analysis can be summarized 
by Buckingham1 s theorem, which states as follows~. 
If an equation .is dimensional~y homogeneous, it 
can be reduced to a relationship among e. complete 
set of dimensionlesf:l products. 
A ncm"."dimensional prodt1-ct of n dimensional quantities can be 
represented gene:pally in the.fcirm 
· - x1 x2 x3 . · Xii ( n :: Ai A2 A:; 00' .... An "". 00 0 9) 
in which the exponents are pure numbers of.such magnitudes that 
the net power ot ea.ch of them dimensional categories involved is 
reducei;l to zero. The condition for wh:l..ch the exponents of dimensions, 
. ' . ' . I 
say :+,, ,T.r 1/ind M wi:i_l ~e zero is represented by the independent simultaneous 
equations 
' 
I t I " a1x1 a.2:x2 0 ,o <1 0 0 0 0 a.nxn ::: 0 
blxl f b2x2 f QOOOOOQ I bnXn ;ea 0 
ClXl. I c2~ f ooQo•ooo /. cnxn :: 0 
,If' =1-n general., the coefficients of any set of lip.ear equations form 
a matrix in which the number of any s.et of column n is greater than the 
number of rows m, then the rank r of the ma.~rix is the maximum order of 
the non-vanishing determinants that can be formed from them rows and·n 
13 
columns. It can be proved by the theory of linear algebra that there is 
a unique solution of the ~quations for any r terms fo; which the determine.ni 
of the coefficients is not zero, whatever choice is made for the remaining 
' I ' I ' 
terms other than all zerqs. The theory furthe~ states that there are 
only n - r ;Linearly independent solutions; tl:):at is, any other choice of 
the remaining terms will simply yield combinations of those already 
obtained. In the general case, therefore, the number of linearly 
I . ' ' •' I . 
independent solutions of the liriear equations·for the powers of the 
dimensional quantities also gives the number of non-dimensional products 
in a complete set. Then, the coefficients ai, bi 1 etc. , are the rows in 
the dimensional matrix. 
The well-known and useful principle rr-theorem can be stated as follows: 
The number of dimensionless products in a complete 
set is equal to the total number of variables minus the 
rank of their dimensio:Q.S.l matrix. 
Thus, if 
The rr-theorem states these n dimensional variables can be combined 
into an eqilally valid expression involving r fewiE1ll.• termaif 
F (rr 1' 1T 2' •••• 1Tn-r) :: O 
each .of these non-dimensional variables being composed of r / 1 
. . I 1 . • . . • 1 I 
of the original quantities. 
Buckingham has pointed. out the,t we obtain the maximum amount of 
. · e::icp~rimental control over the dimensionless variables if th~ original 
;variables that can be regulated-~ach occ:tµ" in onlYo?le ~i~ensionless 
· product. In general, in choosing ~he m variables that are to occur in 
each of thedimens:l,iDnleis groups, the following conditions are to 'be 
satisfied: first, these rep~ating variables must to:gether include all 
m dimensional categories; S'econd, they must not be' sufficient in them-. . ' . . ' 
14 
selves to form a dimensi?nless ~oup. Selection of the quantities 
satisfying these requirements should be dep~ndent on the results q.e113ired. 
Genere.µy speaking, the selection oi' a length, ·a velocit;y, and a density 
' . 
will be expedient as repeating variables in usual fluid problems. 
Langhe.ar ( 25) presents the following. rule. for the e.rr.angement of 
variabies·1n dimensions+ matrix: 
' ' 
,In the dimensional matrix, let the first 
variable be ·the dependent variable., Let the second 
variable be thQ,t which is easiest to regulate experimentally. 
Let the third'variable oe that whi<"h is next easiest to 
regulate e:xp~rimenta;Lly, and· so on,. 
The dimensionless groups that are obt~i~ed from the preceding 
procedure are rather.arbitrary. Buckingham (27) has suggested that some 
sets , of products ar·e more useful : in practice · than others to achieve 
! 
greater experimental control of variables. Occas~o~ltY transformations 
are desirable. When it is found t.hat a certain variable that was 
introduced in the dimensional matrix has a negligible·inf'luence on the 
phenome~on and that that variable occurs in more than one dimensionles~ 
i 
product, the· transformation will be taken plac,e to obtain another 
complete set of dimensionless products. 
. ' ' 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES ANI) PROCEDURE 
. Test Cham.els 
The data used in this thesis were the results of a series of 
experiment~ rUJil in the Stillwater Outdoor Hydraulic Laboratory which is 
a facility of the Agricultural Research Service and is located 10 miles 
west of Stillwater, Oklahoma, adjoining to the Blackwell Lake. 
Eight flat-bottomed, earth channels, especially called unit channels, 
were used for the e:x:perimelilt. The channel dime:nsio:n wa.:s · · 3 ft. wide 
and 96 ft. long approximately (Fig. 1), with considerably steep average 
slope of 5%. The sides were fixed by concrete with the top about 3 in. 
above the bottom (Fig. 2). Whem the flow depth increased during tests, 
smooth wood.en si.de walls were erected on the top of the concrete, 
·•, 
preventive measures being taken against leak~ge. The effect of wall 
friction on flow was very small. Thus~ the i:ndiyidual channel could 
be considered as an eleme~tary portion of a very wide, flat cruuu1el 
b. the field. The Dame unit channel was given for this reason. 
The soil of the bottom ·was. silt loam, the average density of which 
is giYell'l in Table I. · In constructi:og the bottom, the top grom.td was. 
first removed about 8 to· 10 in., and the silt loam was placed and, leveled 
off by a heavy board. The soil was then packed by a la'Wll roller moving 
forward a.Ed back once. 
The vegeta:tioE. was planted by the personnel of the Department of 
15 
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Agronomy using a fertilizer spreader. It was so seeded that the plant 
populatioa was supposed to be one plant in every square inQh 9f the 
bottom. But the actual result II4ght not be strictly as planed. The 
kinds of vegetation in the various charm.els with their age when the 
tests were run are given in Table I. 
TABLE I 
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE TEST.CHANNELS 
Average Soil Age of Vegetation 
Chanel Dem.sit! Vegetation Vegetation Population 
Number (lbs/ft ) (days) · {Stems/rt2) 
5 82.0 Sudan 17 47 
6 82.0 Sud.am 17 57 
7 82.0 Suda11 17 42 
8 82.0 Sud.an 17 52 
The population of the plants in each challl.l1el was estimated by the 
persolll'lel in the Departmemt of Agronomy. 
Test water was conveyed by 12 im .• pipe from the adjoi~ing lake to 
the test cha:mnel upper ends, where a stilling apparatus leads the inflow 
water into the challllels (Fig. 3). The flow rate was measured by an 
orifice meter. 
In the :follo;ing analysis ·the da't!.a from iit ,experiment: pe;f'orroed. in 
1946 were adopted i:m. order tq test the validity of the hypothesis that 
the relationship derived in the theory based on dimensional analysis is 
. . 
applicable to the ki:ad of 'plant that has similar physical cpn.dition of 
up-right plant. The 1946 experiment was run for mixed grasses of sudam 




The retardance effect of vegetation has a certain relationship with 
the age of the plants, because the physical com.ditions of vegetation are 
variable with its age. Whem the vegetatiom grew up to a certain stage, 
the flow tests were run. The procedure of a single test was as the 
fallowing: 
1. The cha:nnel cross-sections were ta}ten 1.t the nine selected 
sta.tioms. 
2. A pre=assi~ed amount of flow was led imto the channel, and 
was kept steadily during the test interval, which was 
arbitrarily chosen to be forty minutes. 
3. When equilibrium was reached, the water-surface elevation was 
measured at each of fifteen substations across the ch~el. 
The details of' mee.suretf:en:ts will be described i:a the followbJ.g 
section. 
Im thi.s experiment, the following assumptions were made: 
l. Im some shallow flows, meandering of the path of flow w~s 
observed. However, uniform flow was assumed., and the Ma:maing 
formula. was employed in the hydraul_ic computatio:ms. 
2. Il!lfiltration loss might be considerable, especially for low 
flows. But actually clay conte:mt in. the ifoil of' the chamo.el 
bottom was high, and this kind of loss was therefore ignorable. 
Infiltratiom r~te was estimated to be maximum 0.2 in. per hour 
generally. 




Measurements and Observations 
Measurement of Bottom Elevations 
Along the channel, nine ·stations were established. The locations 
of the stations along the l~ngitudinal section of·a channel are shown 
in Figures 1 and 2. At each station there was a_3 x 3 x t-in. steel 
cross-angle carefully fixed level by two columns. The cross-angles 
were abou~_J.O ft. high from t~e datum bolts, which were set at each 
station on the· concrete walls. The datum bolts were• checked for 
elevations by leveling precisely by Engineer's level pefore the 
", .... "" .. 
~xperiment. At each station, the cross..;s.ngle was marked that 15 
vertical readings at 0.2 rt. i.ntervals except at the e~ po~nts where 
the distance from the edge of the concrete sides was 0.1 fto, could be 
~ . " ..• 
taken. Bottom elevation observations were taken both before and after 
each test. Before the first measurement would be taken, the bottom of 
~he channel .. was wetted moders.tely. The measuring instrument was a 
v~rtic::al g~e with blunt point rod named point gage, mounted on the 
cros~::-:angle. The degree of roughness of the isteel cross-angle surface 
. ' 
W8S approximately o. 005 ft. j and the error due to this roughness in 
measuring -would be.balanced if ,the readings were always taken on the 
same points o_f o bse1:vation., 
Each three stat+ons in a group located at the upper, middle, and 
lower reaches were observed by a single observerj and the observation 
was ma.de simultaneously at the·three reaches. 
'.. .. .. •. "' I . . 
The contact of the point of the point gage on t.he ground surface 
~a~ ~su~l~y ".isib~e.» and care was always taken not to cause error by 
penetrating the' rod into the top soil. 
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The point gage zero was defi:med as the v~lue obtained by sub= 
tracting the re~ing of the gage on the datum bolt from the known 
value of elevatio:m. of the d~tum bolt. The elevation of a particular 
point on the bottom was obtaimed by adding the point gage reading on . .. - .. 
the poi11t to the point gage zero readi:ng. The sample is given i:m. the 
Appendix A. 
MeasuremeRt of Cham.mel Width at the Stations 
Th.e chanmels were so constructed as to have nomi:mal width of 
3 ft.~ b ~t the accurate value 15;t each station ns measured by a 
• - - - ~·· -- ~ =· -
measurimg rod just on_the ground surface, at the point 1 in. above, 
and at the point 2 in. above the ground surface. 
Mei&:sureme:mt of Test Flow 
The flow rate -in each test was pre~determined i&rbitrarily, and it 
was kept •early equal for the same number of test in all channels. The 
dischoo-ge was m~as~ed by_ ~n or~:f'i.c~ _ meter a~ the_. am?unt was precisely 
determined by ta.king 10 readings successively on the manometer.. WfJ>ter 
Measurement of Elevation of Water Surface 
· The general procedure was the same :&s the bottom mea:sureme:mt. When 
the water wt1.s turmed im and when it was comsidered to reach steady 
condition9 the observation was made simultameously at the upper 3 middle 
ud lower stl!.ti?ms, so that the_error_~'ll~.t? __ the tim~_lag ~n the 
obse:rv~tio:m. by ~ siw.g~e man from the upper rea.c~ t~ough to the lower 
re®.ch corud be eliminated, si:m.ce- du.ring the.time lag there might be 
20 
erosion which would cause some experimental error. The error due to the 
surface roughness of the cross=angle in measuring the slope of the 
cha.eel water surface was supposed to be 0.02 ft. at the maximum. The 
first observation was taken 15 minutes after water was led inj and 
another set of observations was made just before the flow was shut-off. 
Instead or a blunt point rod, a sharp point rod was used ii,. the poi:nt gage 
to measure water surface elevatioms. The sam:ple notes are given in 
the Appendix B. 
Measurement of Pla:nt Po~:ulation and Stem Diameters 
The measurement of plant population, the number of stems per 
square feet of bottom area, was carried out by the per~o:nnel of the 
.. - ., .. 
Department of Agronomy. Thirteen random observations were taken for 
each channel. ·' The de:ta are shown in the Appendix C with the standard 
deviation of ·the population distribution o:f the plants calculatedo 
It i:s seen that the plant distribution was not uniform. The mean 
population of. each chanel was giveJ1 ill Table I. 
The plar.tt :stem diameter was measured for selected typical p;l.antli 
oia the ellllarged photograph on which a scale is on the same vert:i,ca.l 
plame of the pla~ts (Fig.~) •. The data are given in Table III with 
~ ... 
the record of the 1946 experiment of sudan and crab=grass. 
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FIG o 1 Dimensions of Te st Channels 
Figure 2. 
General View of the Test Channels 
Looking Downstream . 
Figure J. 
Apparatus f or Stilling Flow at 






Typical Suda n Gra ss Plants 
Used in Tests. 
A VieTI of a Unit Channel a fter a Test. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA· 
In tbe following au.l:Y,dii, the leggth"'time ... -.11 system will be 
employed. The three pr:hnary quantities are expressed symbolically 
by L, T and M, respectively • 
. The variables in thi• particular problem of flow are selected 
with their dimensions as follows~ 
R 11 the l:cy'draulic radiu~ 9 the variable expressing the 
characteristic of' the geometry of the bmmdary. There bas 
bee• coatro-,wersy abo·,\ll.t the 1!llfie of hydraulic radius to 
de•ote a lb.ear d.imemliion ot chauel geometry 9 for it is a 
eypothetical length d.eri.'wed ui the quotient o:f chau.el 
croH=tect:i.o:rul. area by ·the wetted perimeter. However, ill 
flow, as will be 1ee:n in the hter d.i~cu.111io:a. The 
dime:asion is L. 
V iii the mea11. 'l.l"eloci ty of' flow tbro1U\gh the cro$S=~ectiolll ot the 
·•· =l of the che.uel. '!'he dimendo~lll are LT • 
N 1ml the populatio• IQ,f plAlntlli in the flow per ~qua.re feet of the 
clhauel bottomJ the dimendom. of which if5l L=2 • 
D 111 the. mee.ia diameter of plant. ll!tems in the tlmr » a.11.d is expresr.ed 
ai L. 
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,M is th~ <l,yJ1amic viacoBi ty of water, havi11g the dime•aio:na ot 
-1_-1 
ML~ • The eo•cept ot viscous effect o• fluii'i motio• is 
much emphasized i• the moder• mecba•iea·of fluid (5), the 
dYJl&Dlic viscosity aa a parameter deaoting viscous i:af'lue•ee 
must be take• imto accoUllt. 
~ ia the _1taJld.ard deviatioa ot the bottom variatioa computed . 
from the bot.tom readi•gs of the poi•t gage. .This ca• be 
eo•sidered aa expressing the bottomrouglmeH a:ad baa 
the dimeaaio• .of L • 
. P ia the maea deaaity of.water, a characteristic of the fluid. 
The dimemaions are ML-3. 
g is the gravitatio:nal acceleration, haViag the dime:m.Bio•• of 
. o2 . 
LT • Siace there exilitl free water surface, allld the eJJ.tire 
flow i1 subjected to the gravitatioaal force, g ia. considered 
to be i•cluded 1• the variables. 
• 18 the Malling reasistamce coefficieat, alld here it is the 
depen.de•t variable. The dimeJ11ion of' n is rather co:m.troversial. 
From the M'a.Jlllimg formula, it seems that the• dimeasio• would 
1/ . 
- 3 . 
take TL Siace it is Ulllreasolll&ble ~o suppose ~hat the 
rough:m.eH coefficient woul.d eo:w.tai• the dime•Bioa,T, Keulegaa (8) 
aHum.ed that the liaumer• tor co•tai•• 'fa fg , thus yieldiag the 
JL/6 .. 
d.ime:alllioias of L f'o1• no Bedde11, it ca• be shon that a: = 
. 1/6 . . fJ (R/K)] K (7), where IC· is a li•ear inea11ure of rougbae11s a.a. 
. p (R/K) 111 a fulactio:a (!f R/Ko S1•ce P./K ia dimeuio-1.e••, • 
. · 1/6 · . 1/6 
.. will have the dimeiHioa1 ot K , · aamely, L • · From the ·above 
d1~•1i0ll&l.rea1oaiag, • 111 here co•1idered to have the 





R, N, D a.a.~ can be combi•ed to yield the dimemsio:mless products 
1T2 = 
(11) 
hence N, D and O"&can be excluded from the dimensiomal matrix. The 
rest of the variables yield a dimensiomal matrix as follows: 
V R p g 
L 1/6 1 1 .;3 -1 1 
T 0 -1 0 0 -1 -2 
M 0 0 0 l 1 0 
The rank of the matrix is determined by the determinant.picking 












which is not aa idemtity of zero. The non-vanishing determinant,.a., 11 
of third order. The rank of the matrix is thus seen to be 3. 
The number of variables arranged in the matrix is 6, from which 
sub~ractin.g the. rank of the matrix, 3, we must have three dimensionless 
products constituted by those variables, which are ind.epe:mdent. 
The most probable way of combining the 6 variables i•to dimensionless 





Tis; = f.}J)J. = .,;vl . 
(13) 
TT 6 = v2 = 
!g 
The above iT =Ufit"mS cian also be produced by taking f 9 V and R as 
the repeating variables 9 and the rest of the variables that each occurs . . . . . 
in only ione lT =term.9 and solving t.he power coeffic:ient equati©:ns of 
demensions 9 the same results as those in (11) and (13) will be obtainedo 
If R is set equal to the mean depth of the flow in this experiinent 9 
the term 1T; is just the ReY'll?lds num.ber/) and if we take the square 
root of' lT 69 as it is still d1mensioru.ess 9 it is just the Froude numbero 
The general equation then will be the form 
in which Re represents the Reynolds number 9 and F the Froude numbero 
For the convenien©e 9 a transformation will yield 
= 
= d'l DN o o ., ., o • ., ... o·., o .. ( 15) 
Due to the scope ©f the expe:l!."imental data available D it was decided 
to exclude the terms Ob and D/R from the correlation .analysis., The 
R 
study was restricted to the two TT- terms below which were the ones of 
primary interest., 
By the above transformation in (15) si we mey employ the new dimensioru.ess 
termi, TI 79 which can be given a meaning of expr.~ssing the gross resistance 
elements of the boundary and the obstacl~s in the.flow9 in the place of 





"" 0 000000000000(16) 
' I• case that t~e flow 11 1ueh that the turbula•ce 1• 1ign:t'icaatly 
developed, the effect of vi1eo1ity is very 1malJ. ~ the Re3'1lold1 •umber 
may be di1carded. As R is equal to the mea• depth of flow, the u.nt 
value of,,/ij. 11 ideatif'ied ••.the celerity of' the small gravity wave, 
that occur i:11. 1ballow water 1.• cliauel1 du~· to aay mome:atary cha:.ge 
1• the local depth of' the water. I:a this experime•t, though actually 
there is free water au.rf'lce ~t. the cbau.el, ~.d there might be waves 
' - - .. ' . - ... ~. ' ....... , ,...., " . ' .... ... - -~ ...... ··•" '-· ........ _...,.. ... ·- .... ... ... , .. . ~ . - . • .. 
existi:mg on the water_ ~~f'a~e t -~~~--:~he 1:a.tl~!~: .ll~ he•c~ the siga1f'1cu.ce 
is so small that it could be_igmore~, the F:t;-q_µde :aumber cu be dropped. 
The above diacuasio• fi:aally lead• to the posaible tuactio:aal 
relatiollahip 
or 
1/6 R . • ~ (~DN), 0006Ho••••••(l7a) 
,,,. 1/6 .· . 
1s 1 (R iotDNL •••.•. (1'7b) 
. . . .~ 
There might be a• argumeat that the flexibility·o:f' the veget&tiQa 
1temii ha~ coa1iderable effect o• the re11i11ta•ce to flow. Here we may 
limit for the time beiag OW' COllidderatiOll to the lt&ge Of the depth 
ot flow ia which·~he vegetatioa 111 aot 1ubmerged to the exte•t a1 to 
cau.H Hriou11 be:adi•g of the vegetatioia. Withill. thili 11cope ot diacu111o•, 
the·complex effect of leave11 cu alao be excl~ed • 
. lydrau.1::1.c Compu.tatio11.11 
.. - - ... 
A :tn.•11tormatioll. of the Mauiag formula. yield1 
. . .. · . 2/3 l./2 . . · 
• s lo486 I S · ••. ~ •••••••••• (18) 
V - _ 
.'. If all of the. elemeil.t• i• the right=ha-.d. aide of' Eq_. (18) ·are u.on. 
' : . I • . 
or ca• be calculat_ed . trom the experime•t, • -- value ca• be determi•ed. 
) 
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As will be see• 1• the AppeJl.dix D, the ehallllel characteristics such 
as the cross-sectioul area, A, the wetted perimeter, w.p., all.d he:ace 
the hydraulic radius were determi:aed at each static• along the cbaBllel, 
a•d the retarda:ace coefficie:ats were computed for reaches i:a each 
chaBJ1.el. Six reaches were take• from the combi.atio•• of statio•• as 
























As discharge, Q, wa11 preaHig•ed a.Id measured by a• orifice meter, 
the mea• velocity, V, call.be calculated from the determi:aed cross-
Hctionl area. ·The croH=Hctioul ar,a ·at each statio:a aloag the 
cha:aul was take• as the actual area occupied by the flowi-.g water, 
a:ad we.1 determi•ed by computatio:a or graphical 1olutio:a from the data 
of the width, bottom a:ad water surface ob1erva~io:as. For determiJi:atio:a 
of' the •=value·· ill a reach, those date. of the cha:..el characteristics for 
the reach were obtai:aed by dmply taki:ag the ·mean. value of those at the . 
upper e.:ad lower e•ds. The mea:a velocity, assumed as steady - u:ni£orm 




In cal:mlating the slope o'f. energy line along the channel 9 the mean 
s;;-eloci ty through each station was first determined and the value of th~ 
velocity head was obtained 9 which was added to the water surface eleva= 
ti.on at ea.ch station,. The slope of the energy line of' a reach was thus 
de·ter:m:.lned from the difference of the energy heads at the upper and 
lower ends e.nd the precisely measured slope distance betw,een the endt;l. 
As e·:n::l"'/ element was determined~ substi tut:ion of those data into 
Equ.\at:ton (18) yielded the n=value for the reacho The sample table of 
calculation is seen in the Appar,,dix D. 
Some assumptions were made fer the computationz 
(a) The uniform variation in both dimensions 9 i.eo» along the 
longi tudina.1 direction and the transverse section of a 
reach and hence~ of the ohannel 9 was assumedo Cons~quently9 
th.ei ac.rtual. var~tat,i.,()n 'between the two ends of the reach was 
n~ gle a tied. 
(b) 'rl1e ar·ea occupied by the plants in the flow was not consideredo 
This caused the cal~ulated. area bei.:ng sorae1.Yhat greater than 
the aotual 9 ,and con:seq·uantly to cbtain ismaller veloc:ityo 
(o) By hypot,hesi.s 9 the wall effeeit ,en the flow was neglec·ted. 
However 9 the effect would actually be smal1 11 the wett~d · 
pe;rimeter was determh1.ed by only taking the width of the 
cross=sect,ion., This is aJ so the reason that the hydraulic 
radius 9 R9 is actually equal to the mean depth of flow in 
this e:ii;p,sriment. 
· (d) Thei influence of S"<.lspension load being carried in the. flow 
©aused by scouring was ignored. 
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Bottom Variatio• Computatio•e 
The f'.rictio:u.l re:si:lta:ftce of the cha:u.elbottom is depe:ndel!t om 
it1 roughne~s. The challlllel bottom was origi»ally constructed as 
smooth and t1.11iform as possible, Thereafter the rough:Aerss was i»creased 
as the bottom was eroded by the flow (Fig, 5), The bottom elevatio:.. 
measureme:m.t1 :show the feature of scou.rim.g at the particular pob.ts Oll 
the bottom and alrso illl.dicate the-variatio1t of the bottom !Surface at the 
particular static•, Im gemeral, the greater the relative variatio:ll of 
the bottom, the higher the degree of rouglme1s illll, To ex:preu the 
variatio:n of the bottom surface qiut!IJAti te.ti vely, the stamdard deviatioll of 
the bottom measurements by the poi•t gage was computed for each station.. 
The meal!l. values of the 11tan.dard deviatioll of the bottom readiJ1.gs were 
calculated for every reach and ell.tire cha:ali.ell!l taki:Rg arithemetical 
averages, The ~ame as1umptioa of the first of those made i:a the 
hydraulic computation. 'W'l!!.S applied, 
The 1ta:adard il~viatioa thus computed. is 1ot 1teces::sarily a measure 
of ero~ion of the bottom» as the variatio• of bottom might be either 
due t,o ermi:ioll. or due to 11edime•t11tio11.. 
I:a Table III» ·the :aumerical 11alues of ·the variables b.volved ill Eq. 
(17) are r&how:a.. · 
For co:ave:aie:ace P R1/ 6 /a is take:a to v•ry alo:ag the. ordi:nte, a:ad 
1 12 iJistead of 6"t,ND, is te.ke:m. o• ,the 1.bscissa, The two :numerical 
6}.,ND 
Yalues are give~ il'O. Table lV, a:n.d 't,he ,poi:m.ts for these two dimen.sio:nless 
group~ are plotted. i:a Fig~ 6. By il!l$pectio:a, it is see• that. the curve 
would wery likely be li•ear .o C'.o:aseque11:tly _j) by the pri:m.ci ple of lb.ear 
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regreHio:1., statistical computatio:aof the.regressio:a coefficie:at is 
. . 
~how"ll i:1. Table V. Asiiumi::ag the bivariate ':aormal model, the correlatio:a. 
coefficieat is also calcu.lated. The results are as follows: 
The regressio• coefficie:at of R1 / 6 o• _.,,.1-=-
:ri "h ND 
b2.1 = 0.102, 
The regression coefficient of _....,.,l..,....... o:m R1 / 6 
'1b ND n. 
The correlatio:a coefficie:at 
r ~ 0.95, 






1 "' 182.9 - 8.8 Rl/G ......... o.•••••••(20) 
°bND JI. 
Eqs. (19) a:ad {20) are the most prob1,ble formulas of the curves i:J Fig. 6. 
TABLE 111 
/ 
RESULTS OF TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS 
... 
. -- ...... . ....... 
Type or .Test Avg. V R 
;r~/6· 
·c(b. D. N 
Exot. Channel Grass No. {ft7sec' . (ft) · crt) (ft)·. (Per ft2) 
5 ~4290 ~0545 .110 .01291 ~UU8t.>5 03 
Sudan h :rfl8o .:101 .12q ·-01291 .. 00Mb5 f.':l 
OK..;.R=3 UlO=l Grab 7\ ,~6972 I~ 18J.. .. 151 1 .. 01291 -0086'5 6'i 
(1946) 8 ,, .:7g1q .:271 0171 , .. Ol '317 .. 0086'5 61 
q '": 0/~7'5 ,1.:-:iqJ, ,;.182 ,.01 ':l'l? .0086'5 6-:i 
10 1.,bq2 ~ '510 . 1 .. 1sq ..Ol'U'I .00865; 6'3 
NEV.,,4 U=5 Sudan l ~600 ~0258 oOL..89 .0131 .0171 L..7 
(1959) 2 :.. ~ 8L.:O ~ 01.:q"":1 .. Ot:il.,6 -01'37 .. 0171 £.7 
3 1:n2 1: 11'30 .. 0712 .. 0162 -0171 J.'7 
.. 
4 lo788 ;17u. .0593 .• 0170 ..0171 1..7 
U-6 Sudan 1 .674 :0251 .0428 00131 .0171 57 
2 .850 ;0476 .0523 .0120 .0171 57 
3 1.154 ~1130 .. 0677 '" 0111.. .. 0171 ~7 
4 1.906 ~1640 .0532 .0120 .0171 . '57 
U-7 Sudan l • 700 ;0258 00430 .0147 .0171 42 
2 0 981.: 1~0411 .OL.:10 , .. 0177 .. 0171 £.2 
r 3 1.391 ~090~ .. 0498 1 .. 0261 .. 0171 1,2 
4 2. 2?..l. ~l '378 .. OL.:23 ,_011.7 .. 0171'. 1..2 
U-8 Sudan 1 .726 .~02,:;-:. .o-:iq7 ,.0171 _n,_71 &; ') 
2 • q1,.5 ,.:01.-:i2 .01..1,2 1 .. 0187 .. 0171 52 
3 1.323 .0918 .0528 .0239 .. 0171 '52 













CALCULATED VALUES OF THE DIMENSIONLESS 
TERMS, 1/~ND AND Rl/p/n: 
- Grass Test .No. ~t,ND(g X-1) 
Sudan 5 142 

















4 37 .. 5 
Sudan l 65~7 
2 60~1 
J 47~0 
4 .35 .. l 






























COMPUTATION OF THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENT 
X1 s 1941 .. 7 
x 1 l!i 88 .. 26 
X12 :::: l99j597 .. 25 
( :x:1 )2 '= 171,372.68 
ll1 
X1 ~ ~ 17951.699 
X1 ~: 20821.202 
. A ' 
bi.2 m: :X::{~2 
~. 
b2 .1 m --5~~~\ 
~-= 235.91 
x2 ::t 10 .. 72 
2 
~ ~ 2854.80 




r = ,v'b1.2b2 .. 1 = 0 .95 
·.··!•·'· 
The high value of the corr~lation. coefficient, r, shows the close 
'_., .-... 
rele:tio:11ship of the ~two CUXV(!Hi; in. other words j) the ·.te:ad.ellcies of' the i.:; 
two qualllti ties ?'e- closely a.s111uDciated. with each other., However) i11 this 
experime:ati> it is 11.ot appropriate to aooumt:: a;'blvar11.te model for- these 
qua11.tities 9 for• value i~ lookl!!d upo:a as a eo:a~eque•ee of the G>ther 
factors; namely, Rl/6/• is m~aswed 10:a 1 Therefore, •o statii;itical 
.· . QLND 
sig:1.ifioa:ace eo'Ul.d be made o:a the correlatio:a coef'ficie:a:t, r,. ot~er tu• 
it is on.ly a:a i:adi.catio:a of the distributio• of the. poiiats treated in. thi11 
problem. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF. THE 
REGRESSION COEFFIEIENT 
Sum of Mean 
S,ource dof• Suares Suares 
1total 22 2~854.7981 
Mean l 2,529.7058 
Regression 1 29.17 
Error 20 295.92 14.796 
Hence the experimental error is measured by 14. 796. 
An estimation of the variance of the regression coefficient is 
given by 
Sb = 0.00723l> 
which yields the limits of the regression coefficient~ p201 ~ at 
95% confidence level as 
-0oll7E=(3 201 E:= -0.087. 
It ''is seen that it is highly improbable that p201 would be_ equal to zero. 
The source of the experimental error could be thought a,s followsi 
1. The error due to the deviation from the assumption that the flow 
was uniform. Ac:tually 9, the flow could no~ be strictly uniform~ 
for the population distribution of plant was not homogeneous~ 
and local erosion caused considerable meandering during ~hallow 
flow. Some deviation from the assumptions previously made in 
37 
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the measurements and the aalysis of data could also be consideredo 
2o The error possibly caused both in measurement and by personal 
behavior. Every measurement was made only once; the error might 
not be compensating. 
3. The error due to the fluctuation o±' discharge" Al·though the 
d:tsi;!.ha:rge was supposed to i;ie kept constant and measured. by an 
or:i.f':ice meter 9 some extent of fluctuation in discharge was seen" 
However.$ the error would be very small. 
4o During the experiment 9 all the variables were co~existant; in 
other words~ the experiment might have to be run under more 
strict control on appropriate factors. 
5. The error due to the inf1uence of plant leaves" The assumption 
was s.implif:led so tha.t the effect of leaves was not considered" 
However .9 actually there might be considerable complex influence 
cf leaves on the resistance to flow" 
Equation (19) yields 
; = :l/6 (19.7 - !fi,lND) ~ . °' oo,. '°",, (21) 
1/6 
R n = -----,,--=--
l a? Ool 
/ 0 - a-;- ND 
b 
0 • ' • ' 0 •• ' 0 0 ( 22) 
Eauation (21) shows that N and D cannot be equal to zero; either of the 
two quantities is equal to zero will imply the other vanishes also, since 
:if there is no plant, both N and D vanish simultaneously. Therefore the 
particular relationship derived in Equation (19) would only be applicable 
to the vegetated channels, and for the vegetation that has up~right, 
considerably clean stems. For the other open channel problemsJ some 
other analysis must be made. 
39 
Equation (19) also indicates the large influence of plant population. 
er;, ~nd D are usually ,of' small value and the range of t,heir variance would 
also be mnall. The swift change of n value would be greatly att::dbuted 
to the denser plant populationo 
From Fj.giire 6, the fact can 'be seen that a fivefold increase in n 
cor'responds r·oughly to a tenfold in.crease in the value of' resistance 
elements f',c,:r a c~onsta~t depth of f'low. In practice 9 the bottom variation 
par8Jllo.ete1.c' 9 ~, will "be most d:Lfficul t to estimate~· for the determination 
of the numericMl value must pass through a process ©f cc,:mputation. More= 
over 9 the variation ,of bottom is not only interrela;Ced with the population 
and the .diameteir of plant stemsi> but also highly dependent upon the 
cha.r'a.oteristics of soil and poss1.bly on the pre-existing condition of 
' ' 
br,,ttt1m. These fa,Jtoir·s affecting the variance of bottom yet remain to 
be h1\restigatedo The bottom variat.,ion is actually not indepe;adent of 
time~ xi.or o.onsitan.t w:ith :respect to t;tmep for during flow l?assing 9 the boittom 
would be ~:Cioured and there wo·uld be ohange in 1oottom roughness from time 
to 't:lLmeo Howe·1re:rp within the liinlt of npermissibJe degree of e:r. .. os.ion", 
wh:lch corr,esponds to the definition of permissible velocity 9 't,he change 
in bottom roughness could be considered limited and the time factor 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
By dimensional consideration9 a new approach to the determination 
of the Manning mean coefficient of roughnessJ specifically named as the 
retardance coefficient in vegetated channelsy was made by considering 
its functional relationship with other physical factors ilr!Nolved in the 
problemo The possible formulation of the relationship was presented in 
Equation (14) J 
Rl/6 
= n f (~, JL, NR2 R F) R R Y e' o 
Pending extensive experiment to provide sufficient dataj) the numerical 
correlation was not foundo 
A simple form representing approximate relationship of the retar= 
dance coefficient with the physical characteristics of vegetation -- the 
mean diameter of stems and the population of plants and the standard 
deviation of measurement of bottom char~e as a parameter indicative of 
bottom surface variation9 was then! produced by fitting the data obtained 
by experi11"nt to prewiously predicted form based on simplified assump-
tions. An algebraic function was found as in Equation (19) ~ 
Rl/6.., 
n 
It denotes that n in a depth of flow under consideration varies 
linearly with the product of the three elements. Its most serious 
limitation is that the expression would only be applicable to 
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unsubmerged vegetation that has considerably clean9 upright stems in 
the flow of moderate velocityo 
It was found that for a certain depth of flow a fivefold increase 
in n corresponded roughly to a tenfold increase in the value of the 
product of the resistance elementso 
From Equation (19) 9 it could be predicted that the general form 
of the relation would be 
Rl/6 B 
n ::: A+ ~ND 
' 
in whl.cll A and B are some numerical constants which must be determined 
by experiment for particular conditions. 
CHAPTER VII 
RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTEER STUDY 
lo More study of velocity distributio• i• vegetated cham:n.els is 
desirable such that more precise estimatio• of the mea11 velocity 
ill the cha:a:11.el ca• be made. 
2. A parameter expressi•g shape of pla1tt stem would be required in 
the co•sideratio• of such flow resista•ce problem. This ki:m.d of 
shape effect must be clarified. 
3. A basic proposal was made in the~ form of Equatio:m. (14) that 
the MaJJ.lli:ag • could be ratio:u.lly estimated closely by establishi11.g 
the fun.ctio:aal relatio•ship amo11.g the variables. Accu.rale 
empirical correlatio• has yet to be made by setti:m.gproper variables 
illvolved uutder proper co11trol ill. exte1tsive experime:n.t. 
4. From the view of' mome:atum priaciple', it i:s desirable to illvestigate 
the effect of elastic characteristic of plljJl,t stems~ since the 
be•di•g ofpla:1.t was see:1. WI.avoidable. 
5. The role of mechaiical aspects of soil should be explored, si•ce 
bottom variatio• is greatly depe•de•t o• such characteristic~. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
Stillwater Outdoor Hydraulic Laboratory 
Profile Static• 55 
Datum bolt readill.g LOOO 
Elevatio:a datum bol.t · ll~Q81 
Gag~ zero elevatio:a lO.o81 
D11.te 6=9'-'59. 






.3 -~756 ., ~746 
.7 ~733 
.,9 ~733 
lol ~.734 · 
1 .. 3 o,737 






2 •. 1 0732 
2.9 .747 
"'-V...;:.._;::e .739 
~2e Zero 10.001 
!,lfea:a Elev;. .. 1o~tsao 
Note; BT= Before Test 
AT= After Test 
6.;.9;,;;59 6=9=59 
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D&twn 'bQlt elev. 
Datum bolt read .• : 
Galite zero 
Mea• w .. s. 
Elentio11 
WATER SURFACE 'READINGS 
U:nit Chanel .. Tests 
Test Noo 3 
Statio• 
50 \ .... '55 
6-9-59 
1:52 p.m./ 1:50 p.rn./ 
1/56 p.m. 2:01 p.m. 
;. CALJWCC CAL/WCC 
.. ., 
:859 ·:,:;;;;,'..' :841 
.,ljt,3 ~847 
:boO ~eli-9 











.. 859 · 'ob4l 






























10 .. 834 
1.000 




NUMBER OF PLANTS.PER SQUARE FEET 
No. of' Channel 
ObsArv1:1+.ion 'i 6 7 8 
,. ' 
1 43 39 29 50 
2 40 29 31 61 
3 51 81 35 29 
4 39 75 42 35 
5 27 67 44 34 
6 31 74 4; 60 
7 45 53 60 61 
8 40 ·52 30 70 
9 57 60 57 46 
10 80 42: 2.9 52. 
11 61 41 39 67 
12 52 60 71 71 
1) 45" 71 54 42 
Total 611 71.1. 'iil 678 
Mean I..? '57 l._2 '52. 
Standard 
Deviation l'3A7'5 1'5A'52 12Ag 11,_2. 
47 
APPENDIX D 
Calco BPF Date Novo 1959 
CALCULATION OF RETARDANCE COEFFICIENTS' Check Date __ _ 
Channel U6 Expt. N£V.;,.4 · , . ·Reach Leng~s!l 
. A .• 30000 ~~. 29o9'7 Go 30.00 Do 30000 E •. 29098 Fo 29.98 
Test Sta. WoS v2 EoLo · 
an4 ~ p A Elev. ·2g Elevo Fall Slope V R n 
Reach 
. ,,,, 
1,. 20 an1. ') ? i::r1n _ ,s,? 1? 682 _oA"i~ 12-7693 
A 2~Ql'5 ~L..826 l .. L..721 .0491 10874 ,1655 .0535 
.c:n _on1.2 2-Q20 - 'i8/,0 11-260 . 0172 11-2Q?2 
2'i _on1.2 9' cno ~ 'V.63 120 381.. .. 10'59 12-1..899 . . . 
B 2.915 ~4021.. 1.4555 .0486 20247 ~1380 .0389 
t:;i:; . QOl..2 ? O?Q .:i..l!i8L.. 10-Q?l. . .060).. 11-0~/./; 
"ici 0901..2 2 .. 920 ~L..059 l2~1Q1 .. 0770 12-2700 
C ' 2.925 04711 1.5139 .0505 1.,919 .1610 .0515 
60 .. QOJ..2 2:Q10 .'5162 10 .. 712 .. OJ..lLl 10 .. 7'561 
r.;o .QOJ..2 2-A20 .. 581..0 11 .. 260 .0372 11.,2972 
o· 2~910 .5493 1o5273 .,0509 . 1.645 o1Bts7 .0668 
80 . QOL..2 2.QOO • &;1 J,6 Q.722 .01..7q Q.76qq 
55 09042 20920 .L..581.. 10.974 .. 0604 li.0244 
E 2.,cno .,J..l539 lo533o .0512: 1. 992. .J.559 0041:Sts 
85 .. 9042 2.900 ,.1..1...93 9.,438 .0628 9.5008 
60 .,901..2 2 .. Q"iO .,l!i':!62 10 .. 712 .,01..1..1 10.7561 
F 2 .. 940 .5145 1.5159 .0506 1.758 • J.'r,o .0594 
90 .9042 2 .. 950 ~4927 9.188 .0522 9.2402 
~ 
o;,. 
C APPENDIX E 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF BOTTOM READINGS 
! I ' 
.Re!lch U.;,ti;; / ·u.;,,6. .J U~7 u:.:s 
BT~l A ~01357 ~0132 .. 0153 .0119 
B ~00979 ~·0110 .0173 ... 01155 
C .... Oll90 ~0275 .010; .0116 
.. D ~0149 ~0119, 00146. ..0163 
·E .. 0119 :ou7 ~0236 .. 0309 
.F .. 0212 ~019q · .. 0091 .. 0151 
Tolrar, .,0!:)32b ~0949 .. 0904. ..1003 
Mean .. 01221 .. 01,e .. 01;1 .. 0167 
A.T .. 1 A ~01349 ~0131 - .0149 .0123 
B .. 009t>1 :0099 .. 0199 ... 0140 
.C :01190 :0142 .,01;2 .0116 . 
D ~0135 . ~0113 .. 0169 ~0137, 
E ~0129 :01:;w .~.02t54 .031e 
F ~0247· ~01eo ~0151 ~02;e 
Total .0~730 .~0775 :1104 .. 1092 
M,:,an .. 01438 .• 0129 .,0154 .. 0182 
llT=2 A .01446 .~0135 .02137 .0124 
B .01149 ~0116 .0256 .014r-
.c .,Ql2t)7 .0142 .0214 .0147 
D. .0165 ~0114 .02l;!3·, .. ~ .0242 
E .0163· ~0102 .. 03b5 .0341 
F ~Olb40 · .0206 .0237 .0364 
Tot.Al .oeeo2 :oc115 .1;.91 .1367 
Mean .01467 .01355 . .0265 ;0228 
I\T=3 A .01770 .0161 .0316 .0165 
B .0116(1 .0275 ', .0517, .0233 
C .01572 • 0192 .0286 .0240 . 
D ,,0176 .0.134 .0240 .02db 
I E .011, .0147 .0532 .043() 
F .0263 . ~02q9 .0329 .0521 
Total. .10650 .1178 ~2220 • lt,b3 
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